
Consider the following nursery rhyme and set of images. Which image
would you select to illustrate the text?

Illustrations can perform various
functions:

● Decorational: look nice, little meaning

● Representational: mirror meaning of text

● Organisational: e.g. steps to bake a cake

● Interpretational: e.g. show relative scale

● Transformational: e.g. mnemonic purpose

We focus on representational images.

The number of images available is ballooning but teachers, journalists,
bloggers, etc. still have trouble finding suitable images to illustrate
their texts. This poster introduces early (1st year) work into developing
novel generative probabilistic models that might be used to aid authors
and publishers seeking to enrich their content with illustrations.

We are interested in exploiting the relationships between texts and
images in training corpora to improve the quality of topic models
applied to text illustration. Future work may extend the research to
also consider structure within documents.

Graphical Models for Text Illustration
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DataMany-to-many relationship

Markov random field

Longer texts can benefit from many illustrative
images and some images illustrate many texts.

Captions often contain semantics shared by the text
and image at the point of illustration.

We may exploit these relationships to learn a better
quality topic model -- the topics expressed by an
image are likely to be largely a mixture of the topics
expressed by the texts it illustrates, and vice versa.
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Introduction Newmodels

Combining a GMRF
with the Correlated
Topic Model yields a
model capable of
using the document
relationships to
influence the
document-topic
distributions.

Key idea: the difference between the expression of a topic in
neighbouring documents is normally distributed:

The model depicted above is a unimodal GMRF-CTM. The following
model extends this idea by making it multi-modal.

Evaluation

Related work
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Here y is a variable
indicating the
modality of a
document (image or
text) and Lambda
maps the "shared"
topic space into the
modality specific
topic space.

Crucial points: unlike most previous models, this new model does
not require multimodal documents, each modality has a different topic
space, and the covariance between topics can vary in each modality.

We need:

1. Long semi-structured texts

2.Representational images with captions

3.Groups of texts sharing similar structure

4.Many-to-many text-caption-image relationships

No existing data sets meet these needs but Wikipedia does:

● Articles naturally grouped thematically by category.

● Subsections consistent across articles in major categories.

● Large collection of images in wide variety of styles and sizes.

● Explicit captions at varying degrees of quality.

Text illustration can be a highly subjective
task so how do we determine the quality of
an automatic text illustration system?

We measure the Mean Average Precision
(MAP) and F1 accuracy according to an
automatic, but strict, concept of correctness.
Given a Wikipedia article's text, an
illustration is considered correct only if it appeared within the article

on Wikipedia.

This is strict since it considers all images
with similar content incorrect. For example,
the United Kingdom article on Wikipedia
includes an image of Stonehenge (above)
but only this specific image is considered
correct. All other images of Stonehenge,

such as the others shown here, are
considered incorrect. Human subject
experiments will be required to judge our
baselines and new models in a more realistic
manner.

The preliminary results given here are for
our baseline systems using textual words
only. Tested on 193 "country" articles (885K
words) with repository of 5,700 images. We expect the use of a

multimodal document-relationship model
to improve on these results.

All third-party images taken from Wikipedia. Images are either
explicitly in the public domain or released under a Creative
Commons or GNUFree Document license. Attribution goes to the
respective rights holders. Details on request.

Approach F1 MAP

tf-idf 39% 36%

LDA 40% 36%

PolylingualLDA 42% 39%

φt | β ∼ Dirichlet (β)

µ0 | α,Γ ∼ Normal
(
α,Γ−1

)
µd | µ0, R,Θ ∼ Normal (f (µ0, R,Θ) , g (R,Θ))

ηd | µd,Σ ∼ Normal (µd,Σ)

zd,n | ηd ∼ Categorical (softmax (ηd))

wd,n | φ, zd,n ∼ Categorical
(
φzd,n

)

µd − µḋ | ∆d,ḋ
∼ Normal

(
0,∆−1

d,ḋ

)

φt,m | βm ∼ Dirichlet (βm)

µ0 | α,Γ ∼ Normal
(
α,Γ−1

)
µd | µ0, R,Θ ∼ Normal (f (µ0, R,Θ) , g (R,Θ))

ηd | µd,Σ,Λ, yd ∼ Normal
(
Λydµd,Σyd

)
zd,n | ηd ∼ Categorical (softmax (ηd))

wd,n | φ, zd,n, yd ∼ Categorical
(
φyd,zd,n

)

Information retrieval
Given a model and a query text, how do we rank images for selection?

Probability of text
given image
scorei =∏N
n=1 p (qn | ri)

KL
divergence from text
topics to image topics

DKL (P ‖ Q) =∑T
t=1 ln

(
P (t)
Q(t)

)
P (t)

Visual bag ofwords
We construct a visual bag ofwords for each image using vector
quantization (via k-means clustering) of SIFT keypoint descriptors

1. Detect keypoints

2. Describe keypoints

3. Quantize vectors

OR

A set of random variables can be called a Markov random field with
respect to a given graph if they satisfy the following Markov conditional
independence criteria:

● local: every variable is conditionally independent of all others given
its neighbours.

● pairwise: every pair of non-neighbouring variables are
conditionally independent given all others.

● global: every pair of disjoint subsets of variables are conditionally
independent given a separating subset of variables.

In our case the graph will consist of one
vertex per image, one vertex per text, and
one edge for every use of an image to
illustrate a text.

A Gaussian Markov random field (GMRF) is a Markov random field
with multivariate Gaussian density. There is an important relationship
between a GMRF's precision matrix and the graph it relates to.

Definition: A random vector x is a GMRF wrt a graph (V, E) ifx has
dimension |V| , density

and .

The Correlated Topic Model admits a GMRF as a natural prior to its
topic distributions, which are also Gaussian distributed.

We focus on a particular form ofGMRF called the intrinsic GMRFof
first order which is especially suited to our task.

We take the graph structure as fixed and observed and learn the edge
weights -- the magnitudes of the non-zero entries in the precision
matrix.

π (x) ∝ exp
(
−1
2 (x− µ)

T Q (x− µ)
)

Qi,j 6= 0 ⇔ {i, j} ∈ E

Mary had a little lamb,
whose fleece was white as snow.
And everywhere thatMary went,

the lamb was sure to go.

Given a training corpus, topic
models, such as Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (right), can learn the
distributional semantics
represented by clusters ofwords
that occur in similar contexts.

Multimodal (e.g. texts and images)
extensions such as Polylingual LDA can be used for text illustration
(see "Information retrieval" below) but these models have various
limitations affecting their performance:

● Modalities: failing to model the true many-to-many relationship.

● Asymmetry: giving undue priority to one modality over others.

● Caption only: ignoring the wider textual context.

● Global topics: requiring all modalities to share a single topic space.

● Topic correlations: ignoring the true correlation between topics.

This last criticism is
addressed by the
(unimodal) Correlated
Topic Model (left) which
forms one component of
our new models.

The Multi-modal Document
Random Field model
(right) addresses many of
the criticisms but does not
account for topic
correlations and does not
model the relationships
between the topic spaces.
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